
CARPE  DIEM  PROPERTY

A fast & intuitive delivery partner for your land & property needs.

LAND & PLANNING BROCHURE
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Introduction

Carpe Diem Property (CDP) founded in 2013, are London based developers of brownfield land, focusing on residential and mixed use
land–led schemes across London Zone 2 outwards and across the South East.

With over 30 years track record in property development, our expertise allow us to create and develop beautifully designed homes
and smart commercial spaces, contributing to regeneration and communities over the long term.

We focus on land that is previously developed & work with complex urban sites to unlock value & maximise the sites full potential.

We grow through collaboration, discerning introductions and 
development opportunities that meet our Land Requirements:

Land Owners: Requiring expert advice to achieve the highest land 
value, either via outright unconditional purchase, land promotion or JV 
structured equity.

Our team always remaining personable, transparent and provide 
expertise, financial resource, integrity and un-rivalled service that has 
given us a distinguished reputation across the industry.

If you are looking for a property developer with integrity in London or 
the South East then we can most definitely help.
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Land Acquisition 
• CDP’s team of property consultants are experts in land acquisition & advising clients with the best options when they are transacting.

• The following options are individual types of purchases that we conduct as developers on suitable opportunities that meet our criteria.

Planning Feasibility
• We work with property owners to assess a site’s planning potential, by performing a planning feasibility appraisal.

• We weigh up the pros & cons, then present the land owner with the most optimal route forward, to secure planning permission.

Land Promotion
• We enter into an agreement with you, the landowner.

• We promote your land for development within an agreed timescale. 

• If we are successful in obtaining planning consent.

• The land is offered for sale in the open market.

• With an agreed marketing strategy. 
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Land Acquisition
CDP’s team of property consultants are experts in land acquisition & advising clients with the best options when they are transacting.
The following 3 options are individual types of purchases that we conduct as developers on suitable opportunities that meet our criteria.

1.  Unconditional Freehold Purchase
• If the price is agreed by the parties, and there are no conditions attached to an offer, the 

contract is generally binding. If an unconditional offer is made  and accepted, we must 
complete the purchase.

2.  Conditional Freehold Purchase
• The essential difference between this type of deal and unconditional is that the  transfer of the 

property interest may not necessarily be completed. 

• The parties exchange a contract the final completion and transfer of the property is 
conditional on certain conditions being fulfilled. 

• The most commonly used form of conditions relate to planning matters, where the 
• purchaser will only buy the property if a planning consent is granted first.

3.  Land Options 
• An option agreement is an agreement made between a landowner and a potential purchaser 

of their property. Both parties enter into an agreement, in return for a non-refundable deposit. 

• The potential purchaser of the land has a legally binding option to purchase at a certain date & 
price, or after the triggering of a certain event (for example after obtaining planning). 



Land Promotion

Maximising Your Land’ s Potential
• Carpe Diem Property offer landowners and their advisors a unique service at no financial outlay, namely the planning promotion and sale

of potential development land.

• We will manage the whole process for you by using our expertise and experienced team of consultants we achieve a very high success rate.

Taking Away the Risks
• Promotion to achieve planning consent can be a time consuming & expensive process. 
• To satisfy increasingly complex legislation and regulations the costs amount to tens 

of thousands of pounds, even for the smallest size site, and can be very much higher 
for larger size sites.

• Until now, landowners either had to take on this work themselves, by using 
consultants at their own cost.

• Or enter an option agreement with developers, having then to settle for a percentage 
of the value of the land (determined by valuation rather than open market sale) 
once it had a planning consent.
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How  It Works
• We enter into an agreement with you, the landowner, to promote your land for development within an agreed timescale.

• If we are successful in obtaining a planning consent, the land is offered for sale on the open market, in accordance with 
an agreed marketing strategy. This will fully expose the land to ensure the maximum sales value is achieved through competition. 

• We then receive a percentage of the sales proceeds based on the uplift in land value, plus our costs back. 

• We will agree the percentage with you at the outset, but typically it’s around 20%, and we will also agree a cap on our costs.

• IF WE DON’ T OBTAIN PLANNING CONSENT,  WE BEAR ALL OF THE COSTS INCURRED
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Why the CDP Route is Better For you
We help you achieve far higher returns than you would with a conventional developer option, where you only receive a percentage of 
‘open market value’.

Our objectives are aligned – to achieve the highest possible price for your land!

We offer you a number of advantages:
 Since we invest our own time and money in each project that we undertake, we are fully motivated to maximise the value of your land.

 We will work with your existing consultants, where appropriate, or use our own expert team for the promotion process.

 We have a 100% planning track record and experts in overcoming legal and technical planning challenges and obtaining planning
consent in sensitive locations.

 We will agree a realistic marketing strategy with you and your advisors to ensure
the maximum exposure of the land and highest return to you.

 You benefit from our considerable planning and marketing expertise.

 We will promote your land for development at our own cost.

 No Planning Consent, no fee.



For further information on 
Carpe Diem Property’s services

please contact us at:

Carpe Diem Property 
New King’s House

136-144 New King’s Road
Fulham, London

SW6 4LZ

020 7993 6571 
info@carpediemproperty.com

Company Number (10599700) Regulated & Compliant with Property Ombudsman, Data Protection (ZA237060)
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